
What is Pax Americana and why should we care? Because not understanding leaves us 

incredibly vulnerable. 

It’s a term applied to the concept of relative peace in the Western Hemisphere and later in the 

world after the end of World War II in 1945, when the United States[4] became the world's 

dominant economic and military power. There have been many Pax’s, Pax Romana, Pax 

Brittanica until about WWI, and now the end of Pax Americana. 

 

The world is about to change as dramatically at the end of this dynasty as much as any 

other, maybe more so. 

 

In one week -Iran and Saudi Arabia are now Allies, thanks to Xi the “Peace Maker”… 

-His next stop in Moscow he announced his new partnership with Russia, including full support 

of resources AND CURRENCY…  as per Tucker Carlson 

03/23/23: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HBEw0NGH9fo 

We are seeing, living realtime the old proverb of history repeating itself and the collapse of 

another empire, this time Americas. Two weeks ago I spoke of the historical correlation to “The 

Long Fuse Report” named after the turn of the century report on the run up to WWI and the 

foundation of the J-6 hearings, and who compiled it. Again we have to look to history to 

understand the correlation of todays most critical, potentially impactful situations in order to 

grasp the magnitude of the news you ARE NOT RECEIVING.  

Now to be clear, I’m not announcing the end of the American Empire, Presidents Putin and 

Xi Jinping are though. That should have every Americans blood chilled, boiling when the 

American people fully grasp the involvement whether through ineptitude or corruption of not 

just President Biden but maybe even the majority of the American political apparatus, the USA 

has been dangerously damaged. Sadly, the whole world outside of the west knows it. According 

to the 2 Presidents, America as a superpower is about to be no more. Thank a Democrat or 

Military Industrial Complex profiteer near you. 

 

They are announcing the end of the "One World, Unipolar, or Rules Based 

Order" AND the US dollar as international reserve currency. This is the biggest news in 

more than 100 years and MSM is not telling Americans. Instead they are running around chasing 

Trump with misdemeanours while 5th Gen warfare is being coordinated by Xi Jinping against 

America via the “Climate Crisis”. Exactly what Rich Higgins warned us about. Meanwhile MSM 

headlines are running with the head of the UN screaming for America to continue demolishing 

it’s entire economy, to save the world from climate change, and of course and Biden is all in on 

it because it’s only Americas fault of course right??? … that’s why we are getting ESG while the 

rest of the known universe turns its back on America. Americans are the Carbon they want to 

reduce. 

 

The UN tells us “climate time bomb is ticking” but only in America (and Canada) apparently. 

The same UN proxy song and dance we’ve heard since 1989, in 1989 they predicted entire 

nations would be wiped off the face of the earth by 2000, yet Plymouth rock stands firmly in 

place, the same place since 1620. Just days ago they claimed 2/3 of carbon pollution must be 
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reversed by 2035 “or else”. “Humanity is on thin ice and it’s melting fast” according to the UN 

Secretary General… 

Their solution is clear, western economies must destroy themselves, meanwhile China is free 

of climate diligence and accountability while building 2 new coal plants every week, more than 

104 per year. According to the UN our obligation is a 33% higher expenditure to fix the climate 

than any other nation. China creates 2X the carbon of America but America bears a 33% higher 

responsibility? The UN Climate report suggests “Actions that prioritize equity, climate justice, 

social justice, and inclusion lead to more sustainable outcomes, co-benefits, support 

transformative change and advance climate resilient development” “Adaptation responses are 

immediately necessary to reduce rising climate risks, especially for the most vulnerable. Equity, 

inclusion and “Just Transitions” are key to progress on adaptation and deeper societal ambitions” 

oh, and Indigenous knowledge” 

Is it coincidence that the UN’s WHO refers to Taiwan as “Chinese Taipei”? that America is 

proxy fighting Iranian troops in Syria? provoking China in the SCS and Taiwan? that the un 

are draining all of NATO and America's resources? Is it coincidence that for the first time in 

more than 5 centuries, since US President Franklin Roosevelt, Soviet Leader Joseph Stalin, 

and British Prime Minister Winston Churchill met in USSR-run Crimea in 1945, no Western 

political leader is at the table setting the “World Agenda” 

While our media circuses have us all running around like crybabies Putin and Xi are setting the 

stage for the new multi-polar world, western leaders bet the farm on the uni-polar world, and 

they are losing, especially in the “Global South”, Honduras just dumped Taiwan as an ally and 

established relations with China (Taiwan supplies drones to Ukraine) 

Xi and Putin explained it all in detail before their summit. Like a highly-synchronized 

Russian ballet, Putin’s vision was laid out in the People’s Daily in China, focusing on a “future 

partnership,” while Xi’s was published in the Russian Gazette and the RIA Novosti website 

focusing on cooperation and common development. From the start of the summit, the speeches 

by both Xi and Putin drove the NATO crowd into a hysterical foaming at the mouth. Xi and 

Putin talked for no less than four and a half hours at their 1st meeting. At the end, Putin 

personally escorted Xi to his limo. This conversation was the real deal: mapping out the 

lineaments of multipolarity – which starts with a Ukraine solution. Putin politely stressed he 

respects China’s position (rejected by U.S.) but the Russian position remains ironclad: 

demilitarization, Ukrainian neutrality. In parallel, the Russian Foreign Ministry completely ruled 

out a role for the US, UK, France, and Germany in future Ukraine negotiations: they are not 

considered neutral mediators. 

Putin touting Nazi-free Mariupol, Xi’s Op-Ed, Putins report, was all part of Putin’s response to 

the reaper drone hysteria and International Criminal Court charades. Foam all you want, we will 

humiliate NATO in the Ukraine 
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On day 2, it was all business. Russia already ranks first as a natural gas supplier to China – 

surpassing Turkmenistan and Qatar – most of it via the 3,000 km Power of Siberia pipeline that 

runs from Siberia to China’s northeastern Heilongjiang province, launched in December 2019. 

Negotiations on the Power of Siberia II pipeline via Mongolia are advancing fast. Sino-Russian 

cooperation in high-tech will go through the roof with 79 projects at more than $165 Billion, 

(LNG) to aircraft construction, machine tool construction, space research, agro-industry, and 

upgraded economic corridors. President Xi wants to link the New Silk Road projects to the 

Eurasia Economic Union (EAEU). This BRI-EAEU interpolation is a natural evolution. China 

has already signed an economic cooperation deal with the EAEU 

Last and perhaps most importantly, a new drive towards mutual settlements in national 

currencies between Asia, Africa, and Latin America. For all practical purposes, Putin endorsed 

the role of the Chinese yuan as the new trade currency of choice while the complex discussions 

on a new reserve currency backed by gold and/or commodities proceed and promise to remake 

vast swaths of west Asia and Africa.  

It’s not even close to coincidental that Xi’s trip to Moscow exactly coincides with the 20 

anniversary of American ‘Shock and Awe’ and the illegal invasion, occupation, and destruction 

of Iraq. In parallel, over 40 delegations from Africa arrived in Moscow a day before President Xi 

to take part in a “Russia-Africa Multipolar World” parliamentary conference – a run-up to the 

second Russia-Africa summit next July. The surrounding area of the Duma looked just like the 

old Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) days when most of Africa kept very close anti-imperialist 

relations with the USSR. Putin also chose this exact moment to write off more than $20 billion in 

African debt. 

On West Asia, Russia and China (jump started by Russia) are totally in 

synch: https://thecradle.co/article-view/22445/exclusive-the-hidden-security-clauses-of-the-iran-

saudi-deal with Russia coordinating the Syria-Turkey negotiations. With Iran now under 

strategic partnership status, it's kept on a separate track. 

In perhaps the biggest blow to US Hegemony (and narrative) sources confirm that Chinese 

intelligence, via its own investigations, is now fully assured of Putin’s vast popularity across 

Russia, and even within the country’s political elites. 

That means conspiracies of the regime-change variety are out of the question. This was 

fundamental for Xi and China’s central HQ’s decision to “bet” on Putin as a trusted partner in 

the coming years, China is always about continuity in case you wonder where our leaders get the 

excuse “continuity of governance” from. 

The meetings concluded with a few simple statements:  

President Xi: “Now, there are changes that haven’t happened in 100 years. When we are 

together, we drive these changes.”  

Putin: “I agree.”  

Xi: “Take care, dear friend.”  
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Putin: “Have a safe trip.” 

China and Russia are now locked in as comprehensive strategic partners for the long haul, 

committed to developing serious geopolitical and geoeconomics competition with declining 

western hegemonies. What Putin had previously defined as a new anti-colonial policy is now laid 

out as a multipolar patchwork quilt. There’s no turning back on the demolition of the remnants of 

Pax Americana, and here we are at the end of the Pax Americana, a global change not seen in 

100 years.  

 

 

What does it all mean? 

We are witnessing a historic shift in the making, even a revival of Confucianism (respect for 

authority, emphasis on social harmony), the equilibrium inherent to the Tao, and the spiritual 

power of Eastern Orthodoxy. This is not just a cultural fight, it’s a civilizational fight and we 

don't get much of a say any more.  

 

What is the point of all the Climate marketing and narratives? Knock down one civilization 

and replace it with another, of course it has nothing to the environment. Since the 1940’s and 

Julian Huxley depopulation narrative the agencies in charge like Unesco have been doing exactly 

that. The science behind this is that there is no science, only conquest, and Biden is either in on it 

or the most useful idiot in human history, Russia is the worlds largest energy provider, Saint 

Greta gets a degree, the Yuan will be the world reserve currency, and Americans will pay dearly, 

perhaps forever. 

Sources: https://www.lewrockwell.com/2023/03/no_author/in-moscow-xi-and-putin-bury-pax-

americana/ 
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